
Gazex advisory group- meeting notes 
Thursday, March 28, 2019 
 
FEMA and CDC use PSI to measure overpressure impacts; is there a way to convert vdB to PSI? 
Yes, 110 vdB = .01 PSI 
 
Does the Caltrans and FTA standard for impacts to structures include potential impacts on window 
seals? 
 
Why is an OSHA standard used when we are analyzing residential use? 
 
What level of annoyance is acceptable? 
 
Will county consider mitigating annoyance, similar to what SFO did for existing residents when they paid 
for new windows to dampen noise? 
 
Balance with pros, including roadway access/safety, timing (intervals, nighttime/emergency use), more 
“ordinate” avalanche mitigation vs. fewer Gazex explosions, user safety, ancillary safety (residences and 
personnel) 
 
This year stats:  

• 23 “missions,” totaling 139 total detonations (using older technologies there would have been 
over 600 detonations) 

• 97 observed avalanches 
• No observed avalanche damage to homes or vehicles and no injuries 
• Quicker turnaround on road opening 

 
Question for Squaw—how many more facilities envisioned (answer: no more recommended in study on 
AMR; one more planned for Sherwood area; other areas would benefit, but not currently funded) 
 
Question for Placer—what permit review process will be used (answer: CEQA checklist will determine 
level of analysis; Bollard study provides data that did not previously exist) 
 
Can notifications be provided closer in proximity to Gazex use? Two hour notice is not as helpful as 
shorter term. 
 
Can shots occur in tighter succession to minimize anxiety associated with the wait? Squaw indicated it 
continues to improve operational use of the control software so this can occur. 
 
Provide notifications less often, with more specificity on time use is expected 
 
Distribute flier to HOAs 
 
What is status of Sherwood permit hold? (answer: Permit process can now be initiated by applicant) 
 
Pets are impacted 
 



Don’t forget to address visual impacts. Squaw discussed use of limited “color” to break up the otherwise 
singular look. 
 
Develop operational solutions (to annoyance), including agreed-to emergency and non-emergency 
hours. Will share at a future meeting. 
 
NEXT STEPS: 
Advisory group members will reach out to their respective HOAs to schedule a joint meeting with 
members to provide information and answer questions prior to the next advisory group meeting 
 
Placer will send executive summary and final Bollard and Brennan reports in about two weeks 
 
Next meeting to include HOA feedback  
 
Larger community meeting and possible resident survey 
 
 
 
 


